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Preston Nunn has retained The Law Offices of Jarrett J. Benson, LLC. to 

represent him with respect to the unlawful seizure and arrest, the outrageous conduct, and the  

unconstitutional use of excessive force he suffered on May 15, 2021, at the hands of Officer  

Nestor, Officer Trenery, Officer Goetz, Officer Wilson-Larose, Officer. Johnson, Officer K.  

Johnson, Officer A. Wilson, Officer Kalistratova, Officer Bonstead, Officer Ripley, Sergeant  

Marek of the Aurora Police Department which caused significant physical injury, permanent  

scarring, and lasting emotional trauma. Based on the circumstances as we understand them, we have  

advised Mr. Nunn that he has meritorious claims against these officers pursuant to both state  

and federal law. This letter is intended to determine whether you wish to settle this case,  

possibly through mediation, or whether you wish to litigate in federal court. 

 

FACTS 

On May 15, 2021, Preston Nunn was spending time with his friend Vanessa Carter.  The couple  

was returning from their date and were heading to drop Ms. Carter home for the evening.  Mr.  

Nunn was the driver of a gray BMW and Ms. Carter was the passenger.  Mr. Nunn drove by a  

traffic stop on E Iliff Ave. in the outer bound land and once past the stop Mr. Nunn switched  

lanes to the inner bound lane.  After he made the switch in lanes Officer Nestor chased the gray  

BMW initiated a traffic stop, escalated the traffic stop by drawing his weapon, whereupon  

fellow officers brutalized Mr. Nunn who had done nothing wrong. Officers had no cause to  

detain him or use any force against him.  Despite this, the involved officers tackled him and  

twice used a taser subdue him.  This caused Mr. Nunn extensive injuries that required hospital  

intervention before he was taken to police detention.  While Mr. Nunn initially refused medical  

treatment he has since pursued multiple medical treatments, nonetheless Mr. Nunn continues to deal  

with emotional trauma that is ongoing to this day. 

According to Officer Nestor, the reason that he began to follow the gray BMW was because the  

vehicle nearly struck officers during a traffic stop.  Moreover, Officer Wilson-Larose goes even  

farther and states as follows: 

“While running this driver’s information inside my patrol vehicle, Officer Nestor  

was standing just outside my driver side window and announced, “prepare for impact”, as he  

believed a vehicle was about to strike us.  While looking in my side mirror I observed a dark  

colored BMW sedan within the number 2 land just prior to striking the west most patrol  

vehicle.” 

What is particularly telling about this fabrication of events from both officers is that  

1) the report of incident from both officers do not agree about what occurred. Officers Nestor 

does not place in his report that a vehicle was struck nor that he called out to the other 

officer. 
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2) It is clear from the video provided from the department that Mr. Nunn’s vehicle had cleared 

the stop before entering the lane nearest the officers.   

 

 

 

 

This is a clear indication that Officer Wilson-Larose was attempting to cover any possible story that came 

from her fellow officer.  Nonetheless the Aurora Police Department to date has been unable to 

substantiate either officer’s claims with body cam footage or physical damage to a vehicle. 

 

Next Officer Nestor caught up to the gray BMW and stopped Mr. Nunn.  Officer Nestor asked  

Mr. Nunn if he knew why he had been pulled over.  Mr. Nunn did not know why.  Officer Nestor then  

told Mr. Nunn that it was because of his fabricated reasoning that Mr. Nunn did not yield to  

space to officers during an emergency stop.  Mr. Nunn stated he used his blinker.  At this time  

the officer became frustrated and requested Mr. Nunn’s license and registration while telling him  

that his vehicle would be towed.  Mr. Nunn hands over a registration and begins to reach for his  

license as requested by the officer.  Mr. Nunn reached into his pants pocket area and the officer  

without warning drew his weapon and pointed it at Mr. Nunn without provocation.  Mr. Nunn  

attempted to explain that he was attempting to provide his license as requested by the officer.   

The officer then ordered Mr. Nunn to place his hands on his face, depriving Mr. Nunn of one of  

his senses and further escalating the situation.  Officer Nestor then requested cover officers to  

assist the situation.  Further, Officer Nestor states that Mr. Nunn was non-compliant however,  

review of the video shows Mr. Nunn doing exactly what the officer had requested with his  

hands on his face.  Multiple officers arrive while the Officer Nestor retreats from the vehicle  

safely.  At this point no officers are in imminent danger.  Mr. Nunn exists the vehicle with his  

hands up and clearly visible.  Mr. Nunn begins to walk towards officer Nestor to provide the  

requested documentation, at this time multiple officers gave multiple different directions to Mr.  

Nunn.  After time passes Officer Goetz tackled him to the ground and notes in his report that he  

intended to tackle Mr. Nunn with both of Nunn’s arms pinned to his body.  Ultimately this  

would leave Mr. Nunn unable to brace his fall and he hit his head on the pavement.  While on  

the pavement an officer used a choke hold on Mr. Nunn, while two other officers pressed their  

weight into Mr. Nunn.  While three officers are on top of Mr. Nunn officer Nestor tased him  

twice.  Another officer that cannot be identified from the video yells “figure four him!”   

 

Only after fellow officers brutally seized Mr. Nunn did they decided to review and determine  

the reason for the stop, which was a minor traffic violation.  After learning the reason for the  

stop officers began to search for any other foundation to justify their arrest.  Officers repeatedly  

asked Mr. Nunn about the ownership of the vehicle and demonstrated more concern for  

property than the human they brutalized.  Further, they questioned Mr. Nunn about possible  

gang affiliation which was not the reason for the stop.  When all else failed, they questioned Mr. Nunn 

and his associate in regard to intoxication.  Nonetheless, officers were unable to  

come up with any further justification for their action that evening.   
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Adding insult to injury the officers’ decided to recommend charges of failure to comply. 

 

 

 

LEGAL CLAIMS 

Excessive Force in Violation of the Fourth Amendment 

Preston Nunn has a compelling 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claim against Officer Nestor, Officer  

Trenery, Officer Goetz, Officer Wilson-Larose, Officer. Johnson, officer K. Johnson, Officer  

A.Wilson, Officer Kalistratova, Officer Bonstead, Officer Ripley, Sergeant Marek for 

unconstitutional use of excessive force against him based on them tackling him, choking  

him and tasering.   In the Tenth Circuit, courts “review Fourth Amendment claims of  

excessive force under a standard of objective reasonableness, judged from the perspective of  

a reasonable officer on the scene.” Pauly v. White, 814 F.3d 1060, 1070 (10th Cir. 2016). The  

Tenth Circuit has recognized that a police dog bite can rise to the level of excessive force.  

Gurule v. Ambuehl, No. 17-cv-00826-WJM-NYW, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43815, at *22-24  

(D. Colo. Mar. 16, 2018) (citing Priester v. Riviera Beach, 208 F.3d 919, 924-25 (11th Cir.  

2000); Watkins v. City of Oakland, Cal., 145 F.3d 1087, 1093 (9th Cir. 1998); Campbell v. City of  

Springboro, Ohio, 788 F. Supp. 2d 637, 671 (S.D. Ohio 2011)).  

To establish a § 1983 claim of excessive force, Mr. Nunn must prove that the officers were 

unreasonable in their use of force against him. He can easily demonstrate that the use of 

force against him by these officers was unreasonable. In examining a claim of excessive 

force, courts in the Tenth Circuit look to “the severity of the crime at issue, whether the 

suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others, and whether he is  

actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by flight.” Casey v. City of Fed. Heights, 

509 F.3d 1278, 1281 (10th Cir. 2007) (citing Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989)). 

The responding law enforcement officers from the Aurora Police Department, inexplicably decided  

that Mr. Nunn hit their vehicle or nearly hit their vehicle and initiated a traffic stop.  Rather than  

exercise the slightest bit of restraint or caution, officers instead drew their weapons at an unarmed,  

innocent Mr. Nunn tackled him to the ground, and tased him twice.  Under these circumstances, the  

officers had no justification for subjecting Mr. Nunn to any physical force, and certainly had no  

justification for tackling and having him tased twice. 

Unconstitutional Seizure in Violation of the Fourth Amendment 

Similarly, Mr. Nunn has a strong § 1983 claim against Officer Nestor and the other officers involved  

for unconstitutionally seizing him in violation of the Fourth Amendment. “The Fourth Amendment  

prohibits unreasonable seizures.” United States v. Davis, 197 F.3d 1048, 1051 (10th Cir. 1999)  

(Internal quotation marks omitted). To establish a § 1983 claim for unlawful seizure in violation of  

the Fourth Amendment, must prove that the officers seized him without probable cause. Id. 

As discussed above, Mr. Nunn can easily establish that his seizure was not supported by  

probable cause. The photographs, video, and description of the reasoning for the stop and  

what occurred during the stop demonstrate that there was no probable cause to tackle and seize  

him.   
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Outrageous Conduct 

Additionally, Mr. Nunn has a strong tort claim against each officer who filed a falsified  

police report for outrageous conduct. “The elements of outrageous conduct are that (1) the  

 

 

defendant engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct, (2) recklessly or with the intent of  

causing the plaintiff severe emotional distress, and (3) causing the plaintiff severe emotional  

distress.” Green v. Qwest Servs. Corp., 155 P.3d 383, 385 (Colo. App. 2006). 

While Mr. Nunn understands this is a narrow tort, designed to cover “conduct toward 

another. . . so outrageous in character, and so extreme in degree, as to go beyond all  

possible bounds of decency, and to be regarded as atrocious, and utterly intolerable in a  

civilized community,” a police officer falsifying a police report in order to justify a horrific  

assault on an innocent person meets that standard. See id.; Roget v. Grand Pontiac, Inc., 5 P.3d 341,  

346 (Colo. App. 1999) (reasonable persons could find committing fraudulent acts and  

falsifying documents outrageous conduct). 

 

DAMAGES 

Mr. Nunn’s damages are continuing to accrue and are significant. The injuries suffered by include (1)  

physical pain, (2) physical injuries, and ongoing medical care and treatment, and (3) emotional distress  

and mental anguish that require continuing and ongoing treatment. 

Additionally, Mr. Nunn will seek punitive damages for the callous nature in which law  

enforcement violated his constitutional rights. Punitive damages in a § 1983 case are not  

limited to the actual intent of the actor. Rather, punitive damages apply “when the defendant’s  

conduct is shown to be motivated by evil motive or intent, or when it involves reckless or callous  

indifference to the federally protected rights of others.” Smith v. Wade, 461 U.S. 30, 56 (1983). Where, 

as here, numerous members of law enforcement used grossly excessive force against a Mr. Nunn a  

jury will find such conduct callous and indifferent to Mr. Nunn’s federally protected rights. 

Other damages may be sought as discovery and investigation proceeds in this matter. 

 

PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE 

In light of the impending litigation, we request that you immediately take all necessary steps to  

preserve and retain all records relating to the above-referenced matter, including but not  

limited to, all electronically stored information (“ESI”) within the Aurora Police Department, 

  and Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office’s possession, custody, or control. 

As you may be aware, this information may be the subject of discovery requests pursuant to Fed.  

R. Civ. P. 26 (a)(5) should this matter proceed to formal litigation. Pursuant to this request, no  

potentially discoverable data should be deleted or modified from any company systems, files,  

or video surveillance systems. Further, please ensure that the Aurora Police Department, and  

Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office’s standard document retention and destruction policy is checked for  

compliance on this matter. Broccoli v. EchoStar Communications Corporation, 229 F.R.D. 506, 510  

(D. Md. 2005) (once a party reasonably anticipates litigation, it must suspend its routine  
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document retention/destruction policy and put in place a litigation hold to ensure the  

preservation of relevant documents). The duty to preserve all records, including, but not  

limited to ESI, encompasses any documents, surveillance videos or tangible items authored or  

made by individuals likely to have discoverable information that the disclosing party may use to  

 

 

support its claims or defenses. Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, LLC, 220 F.R.D. 212, 217-18 (S.D.N.Y.  

2003). 

Accordingly, if the Aurora Police Department, and Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office’s operates under any 

procedures or policies during the normal course of business that alter, erase,  

overwrite, defragment, or compress ESI, or expunge or destroy any documents not  

electronically stored, please immediately suspend these procedures with respect to any data  

which may contain any information relevant to the above-referenced matter. This request  

includes information that may be retained at the Aurora Police Department, and Arapahoe  

Sheriff ’s Office’s place of business in network servers, hard drives, backup tapes, audio and/or  

visual data retention devices, off-site storage facilities or other media retention devices, or in  

hard copy stored anywhere. This request also includes information that may be retained at  

individual employees’ or board members personal residences on a computer hard drive,  

laptop computer, personal computer, cellular telephone and/or any personal digital assistant  

(“PDA”) or other electronic device storing data that may contain information relevant to  

this proceeding. Specifically, we are requesting that you (and any and all of the Aurora  

Police Department, and Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office’s representatives and/or employees)  

preserve information that may contain discoverable information relevant to this potential  

litigation, including (but not limited to) surveillance or any other videos or photographs,  

electronic mail, data files created by word processing, electronic calendars, instant messages  

(e.g., text messages), and any and all other information within the Aurora Police  

Department, Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office’s (or agents, employees, board, and representatives of  

the Aurora Police Department, and Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office) possession, custody or  

control. 

 

Destruction of any such evidence would be legally sanctionable. The general rule in the  

Tenth Circuit “is that bad faith destruction of a document relevant to proof of an issue at  

trial gives rise to inference that production of the document would have been unfavorable  

to the party responsible for its destruction.” Aramburu v. Boeing Co., 112 F.3d. 1398, 1407  

(10th Cir. 1997). If this case proceeds to litigation and the Aurora Police Department, and  

Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office (by and through any agent, employee and/or representative)  

destroys any documents or ESI relating to this matter, we will seek a jury instruction  

advising that the Aurora Police Department and Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office’s spoliation  

permits the jury to infer that the documents or information would have been unfavorable to  

the Aurora Police Department and Arapahoe Sheriff’s Office as permitted in Aramburu and  

Zubulake, and for other appropriate remedial or punitive measures. 
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CONCLUSION 

As noted above, we have advised Mr. Nunn, that he has meritorious legal claims based on federal  

law.  Mr. Nunn is determined to secure a fair resolution of his legal claims, including, if necessary,  

resorting to formal legal action. He is not, however, opposed to resolving his claims short of the  

commencement of formal legal proceedings. If you are interested in discussing options to resolve  

these issues, please contact me no later than the close of business on November 7th, 2022, or we will  

proceed into federal court. I look forward to hearing from you or your representative. 

 

/s/ Jarrett J. Benson 

Jarrett J Benson Esq. #39445 

Attorney for Preston Nunn 
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